Recent forecasts show improvements in tax collections, and many states had built up healthy reserves, but large deficits still remain a challenge in parts of Midwest

> by Laura Tomaka (ltomaka@csg.org)

Only a year ago, the fiscal condition of U.S. states was almost universally strong. Revenues were coming in higher than expected, and budget reserves were at record levels. The talk in state capitols was centered on how to use this strong fiscal position to make new investments in areas such as infrastructure and teacher pay.

But then came massive business closures, job losses and an increased demand for health-related expenditures due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

“What you saw last spring was tax revenue going off a cliff,” says Josh Goodman, senior officer with the Pew Charitable Trust’s State Fiscal Health Project. Over the summer, revised state revenue forecasts were showing huge, sometimes record-high, budget shortfalls for fiscal years 2021 and 2022.

Fast-forward to today, and the budget picture is mixed: better than many expected in the middle of last year, but still much worse than the outlook at the beginning of 2020.

According to the National Association of State Budget Officers, U.S. states reduced general fund spending in fiscal year 2021 by 1.1 percent compared to levels in FY 2020, and by 5.5 percent compared to governors’ pre-pandemic budget proposals. This decline came on the heels of nine consecutive years of spending growth.

In December, Moody’s Analytics estimated that state revenue for fiscal years 2021 and 2022 will fall $175 billion below pre-pandemic projections.

“Budget problems are still here,” Goodman says, “but states are generally feeling a bit more optimistic than they were six or eight months ago.”

One of those states is Wisconsin.

In January, the nonpartisan Legislative Fiscal Bureau reported that over the remainder of this budget cycle and the next biennium, the state was expected to collect an additional $1 billion compared to revenue estimates from November 2020.

“That’s all good news right now for Wisconsin and Wisconsin taxpayers,” Sen. Howard Marklein says.

Marklein, who serves as co-chair of the Legislature’s budget-writing Joint Finance Committee, says he recently went back and reviewed 20 years of Wisconsin’s financial statements. His conclusion: “Our balance sheet is as strong now as it’s been going back to the early 1990s.”

Minnesota Sen. Carla Nelson says her state is seeing improvements on the fiscal front as well. In the spring, Minnesota’s budget leaders were projecting a shortfall of $4.7 billion for the coming biennium. In December, that figure fell to $1.2 billion, and there was a projected surplus for the current year.

“Many of us are optimistic the budget picture will improve even more,” she said.

HOW BUDGETS STABILIZED

Brian Sigritz, director of state fiscal studies at the National Association of State Budget Officers, says several factors have allowed tax collections to rebound.

For one, states have been able to collect revenue from online sales during the pandemic. Just a few years ago, this would not have been possible, but a Supreme Court decision (South Dakota v.
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RAGU DAY FUND BALANCES AS % OF GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>FY 2020</th>
<th>FY 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota**</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data for FY 2020 are preliminary end-of-year figures; data for FY 2021 are based on enacted budgets and projections.** States such as North Dakota that receive significant tax revenue from the oil and gas industry typically have larger rainy day funds than most states due to volatility in this sector.
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AGRICULTURE & NATURAL RESOURCES

More than 1 million acres enrolled in Ohio program that incentivizes farmers to help protect water quality

by Carolyn Orr (carolyn@strawridgefarm.us)

In early 2021, payments began going out to Ohio farmers participating in that state’s most ambitious effort to date to protect the state’s watersheds from nutrient pollution.

“We know the problem took years to create, and we are cognizant that it will take years to fix,” says Joy Mullineaux, chair of the Ohio H2Ohio Commission, which serves as a forum for collaborations between the state’s departments of Agriculture and Natural Resources and the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency.

H2Ohio was first introduced in 2019 by Gov. Mike DeWine, and received an initial legislative appropriation of $172 million. In his proposed budget for the coming biennium, DeWine calls for spending $242 million on the program.

Part of that money goes to a range of incentive payments for farmers — anywhere from $2 per acre for developing a voluntary nutrient management plan, to $60 per acre for using manure applications that meet state standards.

These and other science-based, cost-efficient management practices (see table) were identified prior to the start of H2Ohio; the key to the program’s success is now getting enough acres enrolled in the voluntary program.

The à la carte program allows farmers to pick management practices that best fit their land for up to three years of funding. Last year, 3,185 farmers enrolled 1,092,852 acres. That amount of acreage is approximately 44 percent of cropland in the program’s target area: 14 counties in the western Lake Erie basin’s Maumee River watershed.

“I feel good about what we are doing,” Mullineaux says. “We always want more to happen, faster, but a lot of credit goes to the Department of Agriculture in identifying and incentivizing the best management practices, but also to the producers who really stepped up to enroll their land.”

Commodity groups also get credit for encouraging their members to participate.

Other advances over the past year include funding the creation, restoration or enhancement of 5,500 acres of wetlands, as well as agreements with individual farmers to install 681 structures that improve drainage water management.

And for producers in the 27 counties in the Lake Erie watershed, the Department of Natural Resources is offering a one-time, $2,000 per acre payment to enroll land in the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Lake Erie Conservation Reserve Program.

To ensure these new investments are working, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency will conduct nutrient studies on 72 percent of Ohio’s watersheds in the next two years, using data from 2016 and 2018 as the baseline.

The recently enacted HB 7 is another tool for monitoring and managing the H2Ohio plan, says John Patterson, who sponsored that legislation last year as a member of the Ohio House. That measure became law in early January; it directs the Department of Agriculture to categorize watersheds and appoint planning and management coordinators in each of Ohio’s seven watershed regions.

These coordinators will identify sources and areas of water quality impairment, including the impacts of phosphorus and nitrogen nutrient loading. Also under HB 7, the Department of Agriculture can establish a pilot program in a single watershed that assists farmers, agricultural retailers, and soil and water conservation districts in reducing phosphorus.

Carolyn Orr serves as CSG Midwest staff liaison to the Midwestern Legislative Conference’s Agriculture & Natural Resources Committee.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE & PUBLIC SAFETY

New laws in Michigan are the result of a bipartisan effort to understand the causes of a rising jail population

by Mitch Arvidson (mavidson@csq.org)

I

one of its last acts of the 2020 session, the Michigan Legislature passed 20 bipartisan bills on criminal justice reform, all of which were the result of a multibranch working group that helped connect the role of policy to the state’s rising jail population. The Joint Task Force on Jail and Pretrial Incarceration was formed in April 2019 to figure out why this population had risen from 63 inmates per 100,000 people in 1975 to 166 in 2015—despite Michigan’s total crime rate dropping dramatically over this 40-year period. “Michigan has a problem with overcriminalization,” says Rep. Bronna Kahle, who helped lead efforts to get the measures passed. Before this package of legislation, there were more than 3,100 criminal acts defined in Michigan law. “For a brief while, it seemed that Michigan would quickly enact sweeping criminal justice reforms based on the task force’s recommendations. COVID-19 temporarily halted this momentum. Not until the fall were legislators able to refocus on those recommendations.” For example, the task force found that driving without a valid license was the third most common reason for jail admissions and that relying too heavily on traffic cases to appear in court was the single most common reason for arrest. In 2018 alone, $58,000 driver’s licenses were suspended for failure to appear in court or to pay court fees and fines. “Everyone can agree that dangerous drivers should not be on the road,” Kahle says. “But taking away a person’s driver’s license has become our default penalty to enforce dozens of rules that have nothing to do with driving safely.” Under HB 5846, driver’s licenses will no longer be suspended or revoked due to offenses unrelated to dangerous driving (for example, certain drug-related crimes or failing to pay child support). HB 5853 reclassifies many traffic misdemeanors as civil infractions, thus allowing people to pay a ticket instead of having to appear in court. Kahle, who sponsored both of these bills, says she became interested in driver’s license suspensions because of how disruptive they are to workforce participation. “Eliminating license suspensions is not about removing accountability, she says. “It’s about finding smart and targeted ways of holding people accountable.” Several of the task force’s other recommendations are now state law. For example, the use of mandatory minimum sentencing has been greatly reduced, and police now have greater discretion to issue citations and court summonses as opposed to making arrests. Put together (see table), these bills seek to increase the use of jail alternatives and reserve limited jail space for those actually threatening public safety. Kahle says she encourages other states in the Midwest to take a closer look at Michigan’s path to reform: “Forming a bipartisan task force that helps point the way to a smarter, more common-sense approach to addressing low-level offenses.” Mitch Arvidson serves as CSG Midwest staff liaison to the Legislative Conference’s Criminal Justice & Public Safety Committee.

PREVALENCE OF DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION IN U.S. COLLEGES

| % of State Community College Students Who Took One or More Remedial Courses | 40.9% |
| % of All Postsecondary Students Who Took One or More Remedial Courses | 59.8% |

Source: National Center for Education Statistics (based on study released last year of ninth-graders in 2009 who started postsecondary careers in 2013-14)

Illinois revamps college-level developmental education with goal of improving completion rates

by Tim Anderson (tanderson@csq.org)

T

his past summer, following the killing of George Floyd, legislators across the country began asking questions about racial justice and disparities in their own states. Among them was Illinois Rep. Carol Ammons, and one of her questions, along with other leaders in her state’s Legislative Black Caucus, was this: “Is this just a police issue?” “Our answer was no,” she says. Their legislative response was to develop a sweeping policy agenda built on four pillars of criminal justice reform, economic equity and opportunity, health care and education.

Much of the work on that last pillar fell to Ammons, last year’s chair of the House Higher Education Committee. Her efforts culminated in January with the passage of HB 2170. The measure seeks changes at all levels of the education system, with an overarching goal of advancing racial equity.

On the higher-education side, one piece of that bill illustrates the kind of systematic reforms being sought. “It has to do with how the state’s community colleges deliver developmental education to students, and how these institutions choose who takes part in this coursework,” Ammons says. Developmental education is remedial instruction in subjects such as English and math, often traditionally taken before students can move on to college-level, credit-bearing courses. State-level reforms in this policy area became “a centerpiece,” Ammons says, in part because of what legislators learned in committee testimony over the summer. In Illinois, almost half of high school graduates enrolled full-time in a community college were placed in developmental education. Among minority students, this rate is even higher—nearly 71% out of every 100 Black students, for example, and among this group, only six of 100 go on to graduate.

“The traditional developmental-education courses cost students time, money and financial aid but they don’t count toward college credit,” Ammons says. “It becomes a barrier.” HB 2170 seeks to change that. First, community colleges must look beyond standardized test scores and college-placement tests when determining who gets placed in remedial education. For example, a graduating high school student who has a high-grade-point average or who has successfully completed college-level or transitional classes must be placed in credit-bearing courses. Second, HB 2170 uproots the traditional developmental-education approach, calling for it to be replaced with an “evidence-based model that maximizes a student’s likelihood of completing an introductory college-level course within his or her first two semesters.”

One likely result: community colleges’ adoption of a “co-requisite model,” under which students are placed directly into college-level coursework with concurrent instructional supports. “What we’ve seen with the traditional model is that 18 percent of Black students in math and 29 percent in English completed a gateway course with a C or better in three years,” says Emily Goldman, senior policy manager for the Partnership for College Completion. “With the co-requisite model, it’s 69 percent and 64 percent.”

Illinois isn’t alone in seeking these kinds of policy changes. More states around the country are recognizing the traditional model as an obstacle to postsecondary completion, says Nikki Edgecombe, a senior research scholar at the Community College Research Center. The loss of time and money (including the possible exhaustion of financial aid) while taking remedial courses is factors, she notes, but so is the impact on a student’s academic outlook.

“It can be devastating for a student, ‘I applied to college, they let me in, and now they won’t let me take college classes,’ ” Edgecombe says. “Getting students into and through their gateway courses is important to generating academic momentum.”

Tim Anderson serves as CSG Midwest staff liaison to the Midwestern Legislative Conference Education Committee.

EDUCATION

Table: JAIL REFORM IN MICHIGAN: NEW LAWS SIGNED IN EARLY JANUARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HB 5846-47</td>
<td>Prohibits suspension of driver’s licenses for offenses unrelated to dangerous driving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB 1046</td>
<td>Expires deferred judgment of guilt eligibility for 24- and 25-year-olds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB 1049</td>
<td>Requires parole conditions to be individualized: consider parolee’s assessed risks and needs, reduce revictimization, and address needs of the victim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB 1050</td>
<td>Limits jail sanctions for technical probation violations and lessens probation terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB 1051</td>
<td>Ensures use of court summonses for most first-time failures to appear in court and allows defendants to resolve low-level warrants without being arrested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB 1047</td>
<td>Gives law enforcement greater discretion to issue citations rather than make arrests for misdemeanors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 5853</td>
<td>Reclassifies some vehicle- and traffic-related offenses as civil infractions rather than misdemeanors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 5844</td>
<td>Removes mandatory minimum sentencing for certain offenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 5854-57</td>
<td>Standardizes the process of court citation suspensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 5849-52</td>
<td>Eliminates license suspensions for offenses unrelated to driving safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 6235</td>
<td>Addresses low-level offenses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Michigan Department of Corrections (data as of June 2021, unless otherwise noted)
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Lessons from 2020, Proposed Actions in 2021: Policy Ideas from the Governors That Reflect Pandemic Experiences of Past Year

Eight Midwest governors gave State of State addresses in January by Tim Anderson (tanderson@csg.org)

1. Invest More in Programs That Narrow, or Eliminate, Gaps in Broadband Access

If the governors get their wishes, Midwestern states will be investing tens of millions of dollars — sometimes hundreds of millions of dollars — in programs that expand broadband access.

The pandemic highlighted how possible work from home or remote education can be for those on the wrong side of the digital divide," Nebraska Gov. Tom Ricketts said in his State of the State address. Similar sentiments were echoed by governors across the region. Many of their proposals this year build on existing state broadband programs (often costing states millions in increased contributions to providers to expand services), but seek to accelerate a closing of the broadband divide with greater public investments.

- In his proposed biennial budget, Wisconsin Gov. Tony Evers allocates nearly $200 million. That is five times the combined amount spent on broadband in the state’s biennials budgets of 2013, 2015 and 2017.
- Gov. Kim Reynolds said it’s time for her state to “plant a stake in the ground and declare that every part of Iowa will have affordable, high-speed broadband by 2025.” The estimated cost: $450 million.
- South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem is seeking an appropriation of $100 million, an amount that she says, combined with dollars from the federal government and private sector, will get high-speed internet to all unerved or underserved households.
- Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb asked legislators to invest an additional $100 million in the state’s Next Level Broadband Program.
- For the first time, Kansas recently began distributing “connectivity emergency response grants,” a total of nearly $50 million to help close the digital divide. “It’s a tool to recruit new businesses and keep existing ones from leaving,” Kansas Gov. Laura Kelly said in her State of the State address. “It’s also a tool to provide care through telehealth services to rural and underserved Kansans. And it’s a tool for our children and their education.”

2. Build on Rise of Telehealth Law with Laws That Remove Barriers to Services

Nationwide, the use of telehealth climbed exponentially last year — for example, the number of claims in October 2020 was up 3,060 percent from the previous year, according to the independent, nonprofit group FAIR Health.

This shift in health delivery was caused in large part by the COVID-19 pandemic, but also enabled in some states through governors’ executive orders. For example, Noem waived rules in South Dakota that prevented medications from being prescribed remotely and that required a patient-provided relationship prior to a telehealth visit. She urged legislators to pass bills making these changes permanent.

Reynolds, too, touted the promise of telehealth, and singled out a law passed last year in Iowa that is allowing students to access behavioral health services remotely, in their schools.

“That’s a lesson from many of us learned over the last 10 months: telehealth is a powerful tool that we should continue to encourage and expand,” she said.

“And it’s not just for mental health. Thousands of lowans experienced it firsthand this year, receiving treatment and checkups from their own home.”

3. Modernize Unemployment Systems Through Upgrades in Information Technology

Between March 2020 and January of this year, Wisconsin received 8.8 million unemployment claims. That is 1.6 million more than the state handled over the previous four years combined. This huge influx exposed just how inadequate and antiquated the system is for handling these claims, Gov. Evers said in his State of the State address. The result was major delays in processing claims, adjusting to new federal programs, and getting benefits to people in need of the aid.

Evers has introduced a 10-year, $90 million plan to modernize the unemployment system. He also is pursuing legislation that would allow, and sometimes require, a greater use of electronic communication, transactions and signatures.

At least two other governors in the Midwest also emphasized the need for modernizing unemployment systems.

In Kansas, Gov. Kelly said, “the volume of benefit applications due to the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic absolutely overwhelmed our unemployment system.” She plans to leverage $37.5 million in federal funds to begin making upgrades.

In his budget address to legislators, North Dakota Gov. Doug Burgum said a decades-old mainframe used for North Dakota’s unemployment insurance system had to be “miraculously patched together, at considerable cost, to get us through the pandemic surge.” He has proposed spending $105 million to upgrade systems across seven different state agencies that rely on antiquated mainframe technologies.

4. Position Future, Displaced and Essential Workers for Long-Term Career Success

In recent years, states across the Midwest have launched new initiatives that seek to prepare young people or train incumbent workers for success in high-demand career fields.

Several of these programs were highlighted in the governors’ speeches this year, as were new initiatives and investments in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In Indiana, Holcomb says, the state devoted about $75 million of federal dollars from the CARES Act to workforce development.

Gov. Burgum’s budget includes a $45 million appropriation to expand and develop career and technical education across North Dakota, and in South Dakota, the state’s technical colleges started an “upskill” program in the fall for workers dislocated by the economic effects of COVID-19. Through the program, these workers are able to seek certificates in high-demand fields, such as health care and information technology, online and at little or no cost to them.

Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer touted a bipartisan legislative effort that has led to the launch of Michigan Reconnect, which provides tuition-free pathways for adults residents wanting to earn a postsecondary certificate or associate’s degree. Michigan also has a separate program — Futures for Frontliners — that Whitmer describes as a $1 billion, 3-year program to train displaced workers.

“More than 82,000 frontline heroes have been accepted into the program,” she said. “That’s over 82,000 lives that could be changed as a result; 82,000 people who will enhance their skill set and earn higher wages.”

Who Can Be Governor? Qualifications of Office in 11-State Midwest*
Capital Closeup

BILLS SEEK STRONGER LEGISLATIVE CHECKS ON GOVERNORS’ EMERGENCY POWERS

by Tim Anderson (tanderson@csg.org)

n North Dakota, the COVID-19 pandemic hit during a year in which the state’s part-time legislature didn’t meet at all in regular session.

A few days of special session were possible (the legislature is limited to 80 session days during a biennium), but even then, lawmakers didn’t see much of a chance to check the powers of the executive branch.

“We could have passed a resolution to end the [public health] emergency, but after we drove home, the governor could have then reinstated it with another order,” North Dakota Sen. Jamee Myrdal says.

It left her and other legislators pondering ways to seek more checks on the executive and a greater balance of power between the executive and legislative branches.

“I didn’t want to deal with some of the specifics of the emergency orders — for example, the requirement of masks or closing of churches,” she says. “I thought we needed a more bird’s eye view, some overarching legislation that led to a better sharing of responsibilities for the future.”

The result was her introduction of SB 2124, a bill that as of early February had received veto-proof approval in the Senate and had been sent to the House.

“This isn’t COVID legislation, and really has nothing to do with the current administration or its handling of COVID,” Myrdal says. “It has do with looking at our code and finding gaps that we needed to fill.”

MORE POWER TO CONVENE SESSIONS, GREATER OVERSIGHT

As of early February, bills and/or constitutional amendments on the powers of the executive and legislative branches — particularly as they relate to the handling of public health emergencies — had been introduced this year in at least seven Midwestern states: Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio and Wisconsin.

North Dakota’s SB 2124, for example, grants additional powers to the legislative branch while placing new limits on the executive.

Under the bill, a governor’s declared state of disaster or emergency would last 30 days. It could be extended beyond this time under one condition — the governor calls a special session of the Legislative Assembly to allow lawmakers to vote on the declaration.

The legislature would then have the authority to extend or terminate the state of disaster or emergency, via passage of a concurrent resolution not requiring the governor’s approval. And language in the bill would prevent the governor from overturning any legislative decision to terminate. (Another section of SB 2124 gives the North Dakota Legislative Assembly specific statutory authority to hold virtual sessions in order to carry out its duties during a state of disaster or emergency.)

“Under the wrong leadership, it’s a dangerous thing not to have an adequate separation of powers,” Myrdal says.

Ohio Sen. Rob McColelly made similar institutional, and constitutional, arguments during testimony introducing SB 22. That bill would create a joint, 10-member legislative committee to oversee actions taken by the governor and Ohio Department of Health during a statewide public health emergency. This committee would have the power to rescind orders made by the executive branch.

States of emergency issued by the governor due to a public health crisis would last 30 days, an extension beyond that time would require the Ohio General Assembly to pass a concurrent resolution.

“The governor and Department of Health can react quickly in a time of true emergency, but after a course of time, the checks and balances and separation of powers need to be restored,” McColelly said in his committee testimony.

He cited examples of existing legislative oversight in Ohio — for example, joint committees on administrative rules and Medicaid. According to McColelly, such oversight should extend to how the executive branch handles emergencies.

This year in Indiana, under a bill passed by the House in early February, the state’s part-time Legislature would have the authority to meet in “emergency session” to address a governor’s declared state of emergency. HB 1123 also would prohibit any orders that stop individuals from attending in-person worship services. A third provision would require certain emergency orders from local health departments to get approval from locally elected officials.

In Wisconsin, under existing statute, “a state of emergency shall not exceed 60 days,” unless it is extended by a joint legislative resolution of the legislature. But Gov. Tony Evers has issued new states of emergency citing changing conditions related to the COVID-19 pandemic — for example, Wisconsin’s hospitals nearing full capacity late last year.

A legal dispute over Evers’ authority to issue these new orders, without legislative approval, was before the Wisconsin Supreme Court as of early February.

Michigan lawmakers are trying to leverage the legislative branch’s power of the purse to limit the powers of the executive branch. The House passed a bill in early 2021 with funding for schools (HB 4018). It was tied to a second piece of legislation (HB 4048) that would stop the Department of Health and Human Services from closing schools to in-person instruction or canceling school sporting events.

Capital Closeup is an ongoing series of articles focusing on institutional issues in state governments and legislatures. Previous articles are available at csgmidwest.org.
IOWA STUDENTS NOW HAVE OPTION TO CHOICE FULL-TIME, IN-PERSON LEARNING

Iowa is the first state in the Midwest to require local school districts to offer full-time, in-person learning as an option to families. With the passage of SF 160, which took effect in mid-February, Iowa joined a handful of other U.S. states (Arkansas, Florida and Texas) with such a mandate in place, according to Education Week.

This school year, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, most states have left the question of remote vs. in-person learning to the discretion of local school districts. In Iowa, however, Gov. Kim Reynolds urged legislators to act quickly this session. “We can’t wait any longer,” she said. “Our kids can’t wait any longer.” With the signing of SF 160, only a COVID-19 public health emergency issued by the governor would waive schools from the in-person requirement.

In Wisconsin, under a bill proposed early in 2021 (AB 1, as originally introduced), a three-vote of school boards would be required to close buildings to in-person instruction for more than 14 days. Minnesota’s SF 2 would strip the governor of the authority to close K-12 schools due to a peacetime emergency.

According to Columbia University’s U.S. School Closure & Distance Learning Database, 86.7 percent of the nation’s K-12 schools were “closed or mostly closed” as of April 2020, often the result of governors’ emergency orders. That number had fallen to 37.1 percent by October 2020, with Indiana and North Dakota among the states with the fewest closures.

“[U.S. school] closures are more common in schools with lower third-grade math scores and higher shares of students who experience homelessness, are of limited English proficiency, are eligible for free or reduced price lunch, live in single-parent families, or are racial/ethnic minorities,” Columbia University researchers noted in an analysis of their findings from the database.

ILLINOIS ELIMINATES CASH BAIL AS PART OF OVERHAUL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICIES

Iowa’s cash bail system is being challenged, with a bill introduced in the 2021 session that would allow judges to determine bail based on the defendant’s risk to the community rather than the ability to pay. The bill, sponsored by state Sen. Steve Braun, R-Canton, and state Rep. John Glassman, D-Minden, would make Iowa the 10th state to eliminate cash bail as a condition of pretrial release.

The bill, which passed both chambers of the legislature, would allow judges to set bail based on the defendant’s risk to the community rather than their ability to pay. The bill would also create a new class of defendants who could be held without bail if they are deemed a “real and present threat” or have a “high likelihood of willful flight.”

Along with ending cash bail, HB 3653 requires police to wear body cameras, establishes mandatory training requirements for law enforcement and bans the use of chokeholds. The bill also changes how the residency of incarcerated individuals is determined for the purposes of population counts and redistricting — the state will use their residence prior to incarceration instead of the location of the prison where they are being detained.

Midwest States Join National $573 Million Opioid Settlement; Funds to Aid Treatment Programs

Every Midwestern state joined a national settlement with the consulting firm McKinsey & Co. over its role in advising pharmaceutical companies to promote the use of high-dose opioids. Under terms of the deal agreed to in early February, McKinsey will pay $573 million to 47 states, the District of Columbia and five territories. (Washington and West Virginia reached separate settlements with McKinsey, while Nevada declined to settle.)

According to The New York Times, McKinsey admits no wrongdoing, but “will agree to court-ordered restrictions on its work with some types of addictive narcotics.” The company will also make tens of thousands of pages of documents available in a public database, shedding light on its role in advising opioid companies.

Announcements from state attorneys general in the Midwest indicated that each state’s settlement money will be used to boost funding for ongoing opioid treatment programs. Minnesota and Nebraska are among the states that have laws in place directing how any opioid settlement funds are to be spent.

Ohio’s $24.7 million will be split via a memorandum of understanding with local governments on how to distribute settlement funds: 36 percent going directly to local governments; 15 percent to the state attorney general’s office (in order to leverage statewide buying power for prevention, treatment and recovery support services); and the remaining 55 percent to the OneOhio Recovery Foundation. The latter is a state-local partnership established in 2020; it oversees funding programs addressing prevention, treatment and long-term recovery, criminal justice, and public awareness.

Saskatchewan Set Export Records in 2020 Despite COVID-19 Pandemic

Saskatchewan’s merchandise exports rose 12.6 percent in November 2020 compared to November 2019 — the highest percentage increase among Canada’s provinces — and were up 3.3 percent during the first 11 months of 2020, compared to a 13.0 percent decline nationally, according to provincial officials.

Saskatchewan also produced a record $16.9 billion ($13.3 billion in U.S. dollars) in agricultural exports last year, a 31 percent increase from 2019 and a new high for the province, officials said. The province’s leading agricultural exports include canola seed, canola oil, wheat (both durum and non-durum) and lentils. Its top markets are the United States, China, Japan, India and Mexico. Major increases in 2020 exports were also seen in farm and intermediate food products; forestry products and building and packaging materials; and industrial machinery, equipment, and parts, officials said.

As part of a broader plan for economic growth, Saskatchewan is striving to increase the value of its exports by 50 percent between 2020 and 2030. It is planning to open three new trade offices in Singapore, Japan and India in 2021.

“The fact that Saskatchewan’s exports have not only held steady during the COVID-19 pandemic, but have grown, is truly remarkable,” Trade and Export Development Minister Jeremy Harrison said in January. “It is a testament to the resilience of our exporting industries and the fact that the world continues to need what Saskatchewan has.”

Saskatchewan was one of two Canadian provinces in The Council of State Governments’ Midwestern Legislative Conference to experience increased exports in November 2020 compared to November 2019, according to the Observatory of Economic Complexity, an economic data visualization and distribution website. In the same period, Manitoba’s exports increased 2.03 percent while Ontario’s dropped 1.33 percent and Alberta’s dropped 9.72 percent, OECD reported.
Wayfair and the enactment of state laws have allowed these collections to occur. Additionally, state revenue from personal income taxes stabilized. “We haven’t seen as much of the impact on the higher-wage workers and high income, so the states with more progressive tax structures haven’t seen much of a personal income tax decline,” Sigritz says. “Some haven’t seen a decline at all.”

**BIG ASSIST FROM D.C.**

Federal intervention has helped as well, whether it was assistance for businesses and workers (payroll protection loans, enhanced unemployment and stimulus checks, for example) or direct payments to state and local governments from the CARES Act.

“There’s a lot of evidence that [the federal aid] has made a big difference,” Goodman says. That includes money for schools and a higher federal matching rate for Medicaid that has offset states’ higher health care costs. “Whether it’s for COVID expenses or money for education, it’s been greatly needed and greatly helpful,” Illinois Sen. Steve Stadelman, vice chair of the Senate Revenue Committee says, of the influx of federal aid.

Goodman, however, warns states to prepare now for a return to the normal federal-state fiscal relationship.

“One thing we saw coming out of the Great Recession is once the federal government pulled back, that sort of created a deficit for states where their budgets had been built around receiving the federal aid,” he says.

“When it went away, it led to budget challenges. So that’s one of a few reasons why states should be cautious and should consider their long-term budget picture because they are feeling a bit more optimistic.”

**TOUGH DECISIONS FOR ILLINOIS**

Budget conditions often vary considerably from one state to the next. In the Midwest, for example, year-over-year tax collections from 2019 to 2020 dropped sharply in some states and mildly in others, and even increased in a few jurisdictions (see map on page 1).

Likewise, some states are now showing budget surpluses, others large shortages. Illinois appears to have one of the biggest budget challenges of all — a projected $3.8 billion deficit for the remainder of fiscal 2021, along with $4.8 billion projected for FY 2022.

“We’ve had structural issues here for a long time, and (COVID) just magnifies our financial challenges,” Stadelman says.

Compounding that challenge was voters’ rejection in November of a legislative-initiated constitutional amendment to allow for a graduated income tax. “[It] could have helped balance the budget and helped the state deal with its fiscal challenges,” Stadelman says. “It failed, and that makes the discussions for the next couple of months even more difficult.”

Considering the magnitude of the structural deficit, he doesn’t see cuts alone being able to close the budget hole — especially in the middle of a public health crisis.

“Most of the discretionary funding is in education and health care, so if you’re talking about a deficit in the billions of dollars, you’d be cutting education, you’d be cutting health care,” Stadelman says.

**STATELINE OR COMPROMISE?**

The tougher the budget decisions, the more likely legislative gridlock becomes. Illinois recently went two years without a budget, further exacerbating the state’s fiscal woes. “We have not recovered from the stalemate,” Stadelman says.

An impasse in budget negotiations in Minnesota is a priority of Sen. Nelson’s. He has proposed instituting new deadlines that would require legislative leaders to “figure out a framework for compromise weeks before the end of the session.”

Such budget stalemates are also more likely under divided government, in states such as Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin where powers are shared between the two parties.

In Minnesota, Nelson and other Republicans are opposing key provisions in the proposed budget of Minnesota Democratic Gov. Tim Walz, including the level of increased spending he has proposed — $4.5 billion, or an increase of 9.5 percent, and $1.6 billion in new taxes, including $61 million in fees.

“Instead of asking Minnesotans to pay more, we should expect a targeted, results-driven use of the $8 billion in funding we have already received from the federal government,” Nelson says, “as well as the significant federal money likely heading our way as part of President Biden’s $1.9 trillion federal American Rescue Plan.”

**VALUE OF BUDGET RESERVES**

Nelson and the governor do agree on one key area of fiscal policy: It’s time to tap into some of the state’s budget reserves. “It’s raining,” she says, “there’s not an appropriate time, it’s now right. But that money still must be used wisely, and not used to help us afford extravagant wish-list items.”

Across the country, states had record-high levels of budget reserves when the pandemic hit, a fact that will help many of them now avoid budget cuts or tax increases.

“In the Great Recession, the reserves weren’t big enough to deal with the problem, so a lot of states really redoubled their efforts to build the reserves,” Goodman says, noting that at least 15 states tapped into their rainy day funds in FY 2020.

**STRESS-TESTING BUDGETS**

According to Goodman, states also can prepare for future downturns through a process known as “budget stress testing.” He says these stress tests help policymakers identify volatility in a state’s tax structure (based on different economic scenarios), and then can be used to set savings targets and implement other budget practices.

Minnesota was among the first states to incorporate stress tests into its budget management process. According to Pew’s State Fiscal Health Project, Minnesota’s law also requires that a third of the money from a budget surplus be deposited into the rainy day fund until a designated target is reached. “These accounts are a big reason that Minnesota is in such a great position to weather financial difficulties,” Nelson says.

In 2019, Nebraska lawmakers took a series of steps to help the state be in position to withstand future downturns: changing the calculation for how much gets deposited into the state reserve fund (LB 638), and requiring legislative staff to perform stress tests (LB 713). Wisconsin, too, has spent the past couple rebuilding its budget reserve.

“When I was elected back in 2010, we were in the hole by $3 billion and we had zero in our rainy day fund,” says Marklein, who is a certified public accountant. “We studied our state financial situation at that time, and it was our goal to gradually keep improving our state’s financial position.” Wisconsin has a statutory cap on how much can be deposited into its rainy day fund: 50 percent of surplus revenues at the close of the fiscal year. According to the Legislative Fiscal Bureau, the next deposit is expected to be $232 million, which will bring the fund up to nearly $1 billion.

“I don’t want to touch it if we don’t have to,” Marklein says. “It’s still there for unforeseen circumstances, and right now, with the revenue projections that we’ve gotten, it certainly looks like we’re not going to need to tap into the fund in the near future.”

**CHALLENGE, UNCERTAINTY AHEAD**

Sigritz says “states are not out of the woods yet.”

“They’re still contending with increased spending related to the pandemic, and also less revenue than what they were expecting to receive before the pandemic hit,” he says.

There also remains uncertainty about the future of federal aid, as well as the rollout of the vaccine and whether it will allow for a return to normalcy, he says. “Right now, consumers have to feel safe increasing their interactions, resuming their normal shopping habits, or just spending money at brick-and-mortar retailers,” Stadelman says.

“They are going to keep on saving for fear of the pandemic,” he says. “We are going to keep on saving for fear of the pandemic.”
A decade ago, Scott Louser got the nudge he needed to run for office. It came from his best friend’s father, a longtime leader in his home community. “He said he heard a rumor that I was interested in running for office,” Louser recalls. “I don’t know where he heard that, and I suspect now he made it up.” “But he got my interest.” And it led Louser to work that, 10 years later, he still relishes: “Even on the toughest days, I enjoy being a legislator.”

Some of those toughest days came early in his career. In the spring of 2011, his hometown of Minot was hit by one of the worst natural disasters in state history; the Souris River rose over its banks and levees, resulting in record-level floods, mass evacuations and extensive property damage.

Louser’s role as a legislator, as well as a local real estate agent, has put him in the middle of Minot’s efforts to recover ever since, from securing funds for various infrastructure upgrades to ensuring the completion of flood control projects that protect homes and businesses. “We are not even close to being done in trying to recover from that flood,” he says.

While protecting Minot from a repeat of the 2011 flood remains a priority for Louser, his legislative focus has taken on a larger, and more personal, mission since he became House assistant majority leader in 2018. “I like being able to have an impact for the whole state, not just my district,” he says.

“I’m inspired by my kids, and I want to make this state as welcoming as I can … I want it to be the best state in the country for my children and I want them to have more opportunities than I did, so I make decisions on a daily basis with that in mind — just trying to be a good dad.”

In a recent interview with CSG Midwest, Rep. Louser discussed his views on leadership, the challenges facing North Dakota, and how he and his colleagues are conducting session in 2021 during the COVID-19 pandemic. Here are excerpts.

**Q** As you mention, this has been a landmark session for North Dakota on the technology front. What were some of the big changes made in 2021, and how has it been going early on?

**A** Not only can the public watch [committee meetings] live or archived, but they can testify and weigh in remotely. We as legislators are able to participate in [committee hearings and floor session] remotely. I’m really proud of how we have been able to incorporate all these technological changes to accommodate anybody, COVID-related or not. I can’t say enough about our IT division. Whether or not everybody is using the tools is one thing, but the fact that they exist is really impressive.

**Q** What kind of impact could these changes have on public participation?

**A** They are going to create a lot more engagement. You get some kind of controversial or passionate bill, and it used to be that maybe 20 people wanted to testify. It could now be 1,000 people saying I want my voice heard. While practically that can’t happen, it’s going to lead to a lot more engagement, as well as awareness [of the work we do]. … People think it’s just a lot of fun coming to Bismarck for four months. I enjoy every day, but getting up at 5:30 and being in the Capitol from the time it’s dark in the morning until it’s dark at night? That’s not everybody’s idea of fun. The work we all put in will now be on display.

**Q** How has the pandemic, and the government’s response to it, impacted the relationship between your state’s legislative and executive branches?

**A** Because of the pandemic, we have recognized that we ceded to our governor and our executive branch a lot of authority over the years that the legislature probably should have maintained. And so we’re trying to strike that balance between the executive branch and the legislative branch. That’s really a top issue right now.

**Q** Most states are dealing with budget challenges this year. How is North Dakota faring on the fiscal front?

**A** I’m feeling better when I see oil at $50 a barrel than at $40, because we are very dependent on that revenue. … We’ve always prepared for the worst, and we’re going to be in pretty good shape coming out of the session. But there’s so much uncertainty with the new [Biden] administration and all the discussions about tax policy and banning fracking … If that [ban] comes to fruition, it’s going to really hurt our state.

**Q** If you could accomplish just one thing this legislative session, what would it be?

**A** We have a Legacy Fund that was set up by the voters. It is constitutionally protected and takes in 30 percent of the oil tax revenue. That fund is now generating returns that allow us to fund some of our general fund obligations, and there’s discussions about bonding against the future revenue. That is a large, large lift this session and an overriding issue. I want to ensure our ability to protect that fund and use it according to what the voters want. It’s going to be the biggest fight this session.

**Q** Taking a broader look at the North Dakota legislature and its accomplishments, what are some areas you would put at the top of that list?

**A** Many of them are ongoing. For example, security of the elections in North Dakota. We are consistently rated the top state for election security and transparency. I’m very proud of that. I’m also proud that we have protected private property rights in our state and that we’ve been able to keep taxes low while being able to fund critical infrastructure.

---

**PROFILE:** NORTH DAKOTA HOUSE ASSISTANT MAJORİTY LEADER SCOTT LOUSER

by Laura Tomaka (tomaka@csig.org)

“"This year, more than any other, it’s being the technology guy that people can come to and say, ‘How does this work?’ My role is really a support role.”

---

**BIG-SKETCH:** NORTH DAKOTA REP. SCOTT LOUSER

✓ has served as assistant majority leader since 2018

✓ first elected to North Dakota House in 2010

✓ is a licensed Realtor and owns a real estate brokerage in Minot that has expanded to have offices in Bismarck, Grand Forks, Fargo and Dickinson

✓ once served as president of the national Association of Realtors (in 2005) and has been on its board of directors since 2002

✓ lives in hometown of Minot and has three children, ages 6, 8 and 18
Over a year ago, I wrote on my chief of staff’s white board that “on Nov. 4, the world will know and believe the results of Ohio’s presidential election.” That mission was accomplished.

By Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose

In the days following Nov. 3, the eyes of the world focused on several states around this great nation as they worked to count every legally cast ballot. Breathless, political analysts tapped at massive screens — zooming in on counties like Maricopa, Clayton and Allegheny, watching and waiting for a result to be determined. Not in Ohio.

Over a year ago, I wrote on my chief of staff’s white board that “on Nov. 4, the world will know and believe the results of Ohio’s presidential election.” That mission was accomplished, and it has far more to do with the months of work preceding Election Day than the speed of counting on election night. After the spring primary, my office outlined four challenges we needed to overcome in order to run a successful election for Ohio voters.

**DETAILS ON HOW WE MET FOUR ELECTION CHALLENGES**

The global pandemic made the 2020 election the most unique — the most challenging — of our lifetime.

With that in mind, we had to focus first on something that’s never needed to be a consideration in the administration of an election — the health and safety of voters and poll workers.

In response, we partnered with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Ohio Department of Health to formulate a 61-point Voter Safety Plan for our 88 county boards of elections.

We also worked with Ohio businesses and Gov. Mike DeWine to provide the necessary masks, sanitizers and personal protective equipment for thousands of polling locations across the state. With these assurances in mind, Ohioans knew that if they could go to the grocery store, they could go to the polls on Election Day.

But it’s not just safety that made a successful election. Our second challenge was security. Last year, we launched the most ambitious election security plan in the nation. County boards of elections were issued a 34-point checklist of separate requirements that they had to meet in order to be considered compliant — physical security assessments and cyber-attack detection, for example, and much more.

As a result, Ohio became a model for states seeking to be more resilient to the possibility of cyber attacks from enemies, both foreign and domestic.

We also prepared for what we knew would be an aggressive disinformation campaign by educating and training community leaders, especially in the minority community, so they could better recognize disinformation when it happens and partner with us to swiftly respond when it did.

We held regional disinformation sessions to show minority leaders what they were up against. This training included an understanding of what a disinformation campaign involves, determining who the bad actors are, and what to do if you come across it. Our next challenge was the expected shortage of poll workers. Even before the election, we knew tens of thousands of poll workers were older Ohioans who had served for many years and that a younger generation of patriotic Ohioans was needed.

We launched our half dozen programs — such as Lawyers for Liberty, where attorneys received required continuing legal education credits for being a poll worker this year; and Youth at the Booth, where high school seniors (17-year-olds) could work the polls for school credit. Thanks to these aggressive recruitment campaigns, more than 56,000 trained poll workers stood ready to open nearly 4,000 polling locations on Nov. 3.

Finally, keeping Ohioans safe also meant easing the burden on polling locations on Election Day, and that required an intentional and unprecedented effort to maximize early and absentee voting.

In response to our efforts, Ohioans cast 3.4 million early or absentee ballots, essentially doubling our state record. It marked the first time that more than half of the votes in Ohio had already been cast before polls opened on Election Day. As a result, our state shattered its all-time record for voter turnout, with nearly 6 million Ohioans making their voice heard. Fifty-nine percent of all ballots were cast either early in-person or by mail, with a 94 percent return rate for absentee ballots.

**TIME NOW TO BUILD ON OUR SUCCESS**

No matter the metric, Ohio ran its most successful election ever.

We should be proud of our 88 county boards of elections for running a safe, secure, accessible, and accurate election — and Ohioans need to be congratulated for participating in this great civic exercise in record numbers.

They made their voice heard and proved the fear-mongers wrong. They showed the world that it’s easy to vote in Ohio, but that doesn’t mean we’ll rest on our laurels.

Our state has become a model for how to run an election. But winners don’t stagnate, they innovate — they improve. In the weeks and months to come, I look forward to partnering with the legislature on some important changes to make Ohio’s elections even better.

In the Army, we often said “we sweat in peacetime so that we don’t bleed in battle,” and that was never more true than in the run-up to the 2020 general election. Our team at the Secretary of State’s Office — along with Ohio’s bipartisan boards of elections, voting rights advocates and dedicated poll workers — did our “sweating” in the spring and summer.

As a result, Ohio was ready to shine when the world was watching on Tuesday, Nov. 3.

Frank LaRose was elected Ohio secretary of state in 2018 and previously served two terms in the state Senate. He is a 2013 graduate of CSG Midwest’s Bowhay Institute for Legislative Leadership Development (BILLD).
CSG JUSTICE CENTER DETAILS BARRIERS TO WORKFORCE RE-ENTRY, AND HOW STATES CAN REMOVE THEM

More than 40,000 state and federal laws make finding jobs and careers harder for people leaving prison and returning to the workforce, according to a new report from The Council of State Governments’ Justice Center.

“The worksite is a place where people can, for the first time, feel like they belong and have a purpose,” Justice Center Director George Chappell said. “So, if they’re having trouble finding that work, if they’re having trouble entering it, if they’re having trouble advancing in it, that’s really a key piece of what we need to be focusing on.”

CSG POINTS WAY TO MORE-INCLUSIVE STATE TELEWORK POLICIES FOR DISABLED

States are increasingly developing and implementing telework programs for state government employees.

What policies are needed to increase access and inclusion for people with disabilities? A new CSG study, “Disability-Inclusive Telework for States,” provides some answers by highlighting state approaches. It can be found at csgovts.info/392FB8h.

The Council of State Governments partnered with the U.S. Department of Labor’s Office of Disability Employment Policy to produce the study, which includes an overview of workplace protections under the Americans with Disabilities Act, the components of state telework programs, and an analysis of how these programs can be modified to better accommodate all employees.

BIRKHOHLZ INSTITUTE TO FOCUS ON CLIMATE RESILIENCE IN GREAT LAKES COMMUNITIES

The 2021 Patricia Birkholz Institute for Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Policy will kick off later this year with a focus on helping the region’s coastal communities to become more climate resilient.

These institutes are a biennial event of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Legislative Caucus: the leading binational organization of state and provincial legislators promoting the restoration, protection, and sustainable use of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River.

CSG Midwest provides staff support to the caucus.

Legislators interested in participating in this year’s institute can contact CSG Midwest director Mike McCabe at mmccabe@csg.org.

Previous institutes focused on reducing lead in drinking water and nutrient pollution; model policies were released in July 2019 and September 2020, respectively.

Membership in the caucus is open to legislators in the eight U.S. states and two Canadian provinces in the Great Lakes region. More information is available at greatlakeslegislators.org.

LATEST ‘BOOK OF THE STATES’ AVAILABLE

Since 1933, The Council of State Governments has served as a resource for state leaders and a catalyst for innovation and excellence. “The Book of the States” has been an annual reference tool of choice since 1933, providing relevant, accurate and timely information. The latest edition, and other CSG publications, is available at https://issuu.com/csgpublications.

CSG’s Online ‘University’ Aims to Help Newer Legislators Find Early Success

To help new state policymakers jump-start their time in legislative service and find success in their roles, The Council of State Governments has launched “CSG University” — a four-part Zoom series that introduces legislators to their veteran peers from around the country.

Each session aims to equip new legislators with best practices and resources on topics from communicating with constituents to leading a committee hearing as they begin their service in the legislature.

MARCH 8 SESSION ON DRAFTING, AND CHAMPIONING, LEGISLATION

Many new lawmakers run on issues that they plan to champion in the legislature, but hundreds, and in some states thousands, of bills are introduced each year. This session will be led by longtime senior legislative staff and policymakers. They will explain best practices for drafting and championing successful legislation, and share their experiences on getting legislation from the idea stage to the governor’s desk for signing.

MARCH 22 SESSION ON HOW TO BE AN EFFECTIVE COMMITTEE LEADER, MEMBER

This session will help new lawmakers who have

PROGRAM LEADER, GREAT LAKES CAUCUS DIRECTOR LISA JANAIRO RETIRES FROM CSG MIDWEST

After more than 29 years of dedicated service to The Council of State Governments, program director Lisa Janairo has announced her retirement, effective at the end of February.

Lisa joined the CSG Midwest staff in 1991, after earning an undergraduate degree in geology from Lawrence University and a master’s degree in public policy from the University of Chicago.

Since then, she has successfully managed the Midwestern Radioactive Materials Transportation Project for more than 25 years. More recently, she has also skillfully directed CSG’s staff support of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Legislative Caucus.

A talented analyst and manager, Lisa has made enormous contributions to the success of both groups, and she will be missed by the many CSG members, partners and colleagues with whom she worked most closely through the years.

Her friends in the CSG Midwestern Office join in wishing Lisa and her family all the best in the years to come.

CSG MIDWEST HOLDING VIRTUAL VISITS WITH LEGISLATORS

CSG Midwest is holding one-on-one virtual meetings with legislators from across the Midwest.

The purpose of these visits is to introduce or update members on the various products, services and opportunities available to them through The Council of State Governments — for example, individualized research assistance, involvement in CSG’s many interstate working groups and committees, and participation in the nonprofit organization’s meetings and leadership training programs.

CSG’s Midwestern Legislative Conference includes members from 11 Midwestern states and the Canadian province of Saskatchewan. Three provinces are affiliate members of the MLC.

Materials: Transportation Project for more than 25 years. More recently, she has also skillfully directed CSG’s staff support of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Legislative Caucus.

C S G  S I G N A L S

The Council of State Governments has hosted an annual Report of Barriers to Work provides a state-by-state snapshot of these barriers, as well as a policy playbook for removing them. The new report is available at cсужusticecenter.org.

PREVIOUS SESSIONS

The first CSG University session, held in early February, featured state senate presidents and house speakers sharing their perspectives on successful lawmaking. During a second session, veteran lawmakers shared practices and protocols that have worked (or not) in helping and communicating with their constituents.

More information, and recordings of past sessions, are available at web.csg.org/csguniversity/.

MORE TO COME

CSG Midwest is once again planning a series of virtual sessions tailored for the region’s legislators.

Details can be found at csgmidwest.org.

CSG MIDWEST NEWS & EVENTS

The Council of State Governments was founded in 1933 as a national, nonpartisan organization to assist and advance state government. The headquarters office, in Lexington, Ky., is responsible for a variety of national programs and services, including research, reference publications, innovation transfers, suggested state legislation and interstate consulting services. The Midwestern Office supports several groups of state officials, including the Midwestern Legislative Conference, an association of all legislators representing 11 states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin) and the Canadian province of Saskatchewan. The provinces of Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario are MLC affiliate members.

The new report is available at cсужusticecenter.org.
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FOR NEWER STATE LEGISLATORS, BILLD PROGRAM OFFERS ONE-OF-A-KIND CHANCE TO DEVELOP SKILLS NEEDED FOR EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP, POLICYMAKING

The Council of State Governments’ Midwestern Legislative Conference is seeking applicants for the 26th annual Bowhay Institute for Legislative Leadership Development. Conducted in partnership with the Center for the Study of Politics and Governance at the University of Minnesota’s Humphrey School of Public Affairs, BILLD’s intensive five-day program includes a mix of sessions on leadership training, professional development and policy. Thirty-nine fellowships will be awarded this year to state and provincial lawmakers. The program’s competitive application process is overseen by the MLC’s BILLD Steering Committee, a bipartisan group of legislators from each of the MLC member states.

Applications are due by April 9 and available at csigmoidwest.org. Please contact Laura Tomaka, CSG Midwest’s program manager for BILLD, for more information: ltomaka@csg.org or 630.925.1922.

NUMBERS ON BILLD AND ITS LEGISLATIVE GRADUATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>OF LEGISLATORS WHO HAVE GRADUATED FROM BILLD SINCE ITS INCEPTION IN 1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>876</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26th Annual BILLD Program

- July 10 - August 3, 2021
- Minneapolis, Minnesota
- BILLD Fellowships cover the cost of tuition, meals and lodging
- Each Fellow is eligible for a partial travel stipend to help offset the cost of transportation to and from Minneapolis
- Application Deadline: April 9, 2021

4 REASONS TO APPLY: REFLECTIONS FROM BILLD GRADUATES

1. ADVANCE CRITICAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS WITH GUIDANCE FROM TOP PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERTS AND LEGISLATIVE LEADERS

“BILLD really taught me the importance of finding a partner across the aisle to work with. It was an important lesson to learn early on in my legislative career, and I’ve used those lessons to pass meaningful legislation when I was both in the majority and minority.” — Indiana House Minority Leader Phil GiaQuinta, class of 2009

“The aspect of BILLD that has helped me most is the ability to form coalitions and to listen. This ability, I believe, has helped me become the speaker pro temp.” — Iowa House Speaker Pro Tempore John Wills, class of 2016

2. GAIN EXPERTISE ON KEY POLICIES FROM LEADING UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS AND LEARN POLICYMAKING STATEGIES FROM SKILLED PRACTITIONERS

“I learned the importance of research, listening, planning and meeting before acting and advancing ideas. Additionally, the value of having regular conversations on understanding what people truly hear from what you are saying.” — Michigan Sen. Aric Nesbitt, class of 2012

“I now have a network of individuals to reach out to on a variety of proposals and solutions. I found many states face some of the issues my state faces. It provided a great opportunity to hear proposals and solutions in other states.” — Nebraska Sen. Suzanne Geist, class of 2018

3. EXPLORE THE CRITICAL ROLE THAT STATE LEGISLATURES PLAY IN THE U.S., AND HOW YOU CAN HELP PROTECT THESE INSTITUTIONS AS A LAWMAKER

“My BILLD experience carried over into my daily work as a legislator in the sense that I worked hard to build consensus and move past ideology to focus on policy decisions that best served the public. This is what a successful legislature needs to have.” — former Nebraska Speaker Jim Scheer, class of 2013

“Legislative skill development and learning how to better leverage state government networks and resources were the most impactful experiences I had with the BILLD program. It brought home the need to take advantage of the work we’ve all done — looking to each other for ideas for better policy and investment and to champion state issues at the national level.” — former Michigan House Minority Leader Christine Greig, class of 2015

4. MEET, LEARN FROM AND NETWORK WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES — SOME OF THE BEST AND BRIGHTEST EMERGING LEGISLATIVE LEADERS IN THE MIDWEST

“There are many legislative colleagues I have met through BILLD and CSG on whom I can rely for support, insight and education. I know there is always someone through my BILLD/CSG network I can contact to help work through an issue.” — Illinois Rep. Tim Butler, class of 2016

“BILLD was one of the first real experiences I had to work constructively with other legislators without seeing each other in a ‘red’ or ‘blue’ jersey. BILLD invited me to focus on the person I’m working with, and not get distracted by the title or reputation. BILLD humanized politics in a way I wish every legislator, and every constituent, could experience.” — North Dakota Rep. Corey Mock, class of 2011

Through the Bowhay Institute for Legislative Leadership Development, or BILLD, CSG Midwest provides annual training on leadership and professional development for newer state and provincial legislators from this region. This page provides information related to the BILLD program, leadership development and legislative leadership, CSG’s Midwestern Legislative Conference BILLD Steering Committee — a bipartisan group of state and provincial legislators from the Midwest — oversees the program, including the annual selection of BILLD Fellows.
CSG EVENTS

CSG Midwestern Legislative Conference
Virtual Events for Legislators
Visit csgmidwest.org to find dates of upcoming webinars and view recordings of past webinars on public policy, professional development and leadership training.

CSG University: Virtual Sessions
Visit csg.org to find dates of upcoming sessions covering various topics on public policy and legislating.

Midwestern Legislative Conference
Annual Meeting
July 11-14, 2021 | Rapid City, South Dakota
Contact: Cindy Andrews ~ candrews@csg.org
630.925.1922 | csgmidwest.org

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Legislative Caucus Annual Meeting
September 24-25, 2021 | Quebec City, QC
Contact: Lisa Janairo ~ ljanairo@csg.org
630.925.1922 | greatlakeslegislators.org

Bowhay Institute for Legislative Leadership Development
July 30-August 3, 2021 | Minneapolis, Minnesota
Contact: Laura Tomaka ~ ltomaka@csg.org
630.925.1922 | csgmidwest.org

CSG Henry Toll Fellowship Program
August 20-24, 2021 | Lexington, KY
Contact: Kelley Arnold ~ karnold@csg.org
800.800.1910 | csg.org

CSG Toll Fellowship
The Council of State Governments

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Legislative Caucus
The Council of State Governments
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